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The basi onepts, de�nitions and optimizationproblems settings are given. The problems of min-imization of supermodular funtions on the di�erenttypes of latties: Boolean latties, latties with relativesupplements (division latties, latties of vetor sub-spaes of �nite-dimensional vetor spae, geometriallatties), latties equal to Cartesian produt of hainsand Latties of Cubes, are onsidered. The previouslyobtained theoretial results, on the basis of whih theproblems of minimization of supermodular funtionson these latties have been solved, are desribed. Itsnoted, that these results have been extended to thedistributive latties.A theory of maximization of supermodular funtionson Boolean latties is desribed. The relation betweenthe global minimum and maximum of supermodularfuntions for the main types of latties is established.A new type of latties, lattie of Cubes, is de�nedand desribed. The problems of minimization andmaximization of supermodular funtions are onsid-ered on it. Partiular examples of suh funtions aregiven. Optimization algorithms and the possibilitiesof setting and solving a new lass of problems on thelatties of Cubes are disussed.A general approah to the optimization on lattieswith use of atomi latties is desribed. It is pro-posed to map the atomi lattie into the orrespondingBoolean lattie and then perform the optimization onthis more ample Boolean lattie. If the properties ofsupermodularity of the funtion, de�ned on the atomilattie, are obeyed on the Boolean lattie, then for theoptimization it is possible to use all the theoretial re-sults desribed above.The original ombinatorial algorithms of auto-mated representation of high-dimensional Hyper-Cubes (Booleans) on a plane in the form of di�er-ent projetions and diagrams, keeping the propertiesof Boolean as a partially ordered set of its vertexes areworked out. This gives us the ample opportunities foronstrution of various shemes of looking through the

elements of atomi latties and for visualization of theoptimization proess.The examples of various types of applied problemsthat have been solved using the elaborated optimiza-tion methods are given. Although the majority of theseproblems are NP-hard, solution of a great amount ofapplied tasks demonstrated the high pratial e�etive-ness of the elaborated methods and algorithms. (Couldbe seen the analogy with the simplex-method).Thus, the obtained theoretial results and a greatamount of optimization problems for latties with on-rete types of supermodular funtions allow to onsiderthe methods and algorithms for solving the problems ofoptimization of supermodular funtions on latties as anew �eld of mathematial programming supermodularprogramming.
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